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Abstract— Provable data possession (PDP) is a technique for 
ensuring the integrity of data in storage outsourcing. Storage 
outsourcing is arising trend which prompts a Number of 
interesting security issues, many of which have been 
extensively investigated in the past. The PDP word recently 
added in research literature. The main issue is how to 
frequently, efficiently and securely verify that a storage 
server is faithfully storing its client’s (potentially very large) 
outsourced data. The storage Server is assumed to be un-
trusted in terns of both security and reliability. 

In this paper, we address the construction and 
implementation of an efficient PDP scheme for cloud storage 
to support the scalability of service and data migration in 
which we not require bulk encryption. 

Keywords — PDP; Cloud; Dataoutsourcing;Ecnryptioin & 
Decryption; 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Now a day’s data outsourcing has become very 
popular. In General the meaning of the data outsourcing is 
data owner (Client) moves the data to third party (Server) 
which is supposed to charge fee for keeping the data. The 
server is faithful for storing and allowing retrieving data 
based on the owner demand. The purpose of data to move 
from local machine to server is reduction of cost money as 
well as memory. The Servers provides scalable storing 
space where owner can store more data. The responsibility 
of Third party is to retain and make available if the demand 
comes which also includes maintenance. The number of 
research has made to increase the security while 
outsourcing the data. How to efficiently and securely 
ensure that the server returns correct and complete results 
in response to its clients’ queries [1, 2]. Later research 
focused on outsourcing encrypted data (placing even less 
trust In the server) and associated difficult problems 
mainly having to do with efficient querying over encrypted 
domain [3,4,5,6]. More recently, however, the problem of 
Provable Data Possession (PDP)– is also some times 
referred to as Proof of Data retrieve ability (POR)–has 
popped up in the research literature. The central goal in 
PDP is to allow a client to efficiently, frequently and 
securely verify that a server– who purportedly stores 
client’s potentially very large amount of data – is not 
cheating the client. In this context, cheating means that the 
server Might delete some of the data or it might not store 
all Data in fast storage, e.g., place it on CDs or other 
tertiary off – line media. It is important to note that a 
storage server might not be malicious; instead, it might be 
simply  un-reliable and lose or in advertently corrupt 

hosted data. An effective PDP technique must be equally 
applicable to malicious and unreliable servers. The 
problem is further complicated by the fact that the client 
might be a small device (e.g., a PDA or a cell-phone) with 
limited CPU, battery power and communication facilities. 
Hence, the need to minimize bandwidth and local 
computation overhead for the client in performing each 
verification. The first [7] is a public-key-based technique 
allowing any verifier (not just the client) to query the 
server and obtain an interactive proof of data possession. 
This property is called public verifiability. The POR 
scheme [8] uses special blocks (called sentinels) hidden 
among other blocks in the data. 

II. MOTIVATION

The maintaining huge amount of data within organization 
is big challenge even if maintain, the large amount of 
hardware must continuously update. To maintain hardware 
is not the optimal solution compare to outsourcing of data 
[9] . During outsourcing of data security measure should 
consider. The PDP is Distributed data store system.  A 
potentially interesting new angle for motivating Secure and 
efficient PDP techniques is the outsourcing of personal 
digital content. 

III. CONTRIBUTION

This paper contributes in Efficiency and Security. The 
proposed scheme is based on Rijndael symmetric key 
encryption/Decryption. The PDP is requiring symmetric 
key for both phases i.e. setup phase and verification phase. 
However, our scheme is more efficient than POR as it 
requires no bulk encryption of out sourced data and no data 
expansion due to additional sentinel blocks. 

IV. ROADMAP

The next section introduces our approach to provable data 
possession and discusses its effectiveness and security; 

V. PROPOSED PDP SCHEME  

The proposed system is consisting of two phases’ namely 
setup phase and verification phase.  

A. Notation  
• D: Outsourced data, represent single contiguous

file d; With equal block D[1], D[2], D[3]….D[d]
• OWN :  Owner of Data(Client)
• SRV :  Server
• H(.): Cryptographic hash function i.e. md5.
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• AEkey(.) : Symmetric Encryption Key(Rijndael) 
• AE-1

key(.):Decryption Function 
• fkey(.): pseudo-random Function 
• gkey(.): pseudo-random permutation 

 

B. Setup Phase  
D is divided into d blocks.  
We need time t to store the d blocks on the server. 
 
Algorithm SetupPhase (ContiguousFileD ) 
{ 

Choose Parameter c,l,k,L and function g,f 
Choose the number t of tokens; 
Choose the number r of indices per verification ; 
Generate randomly master keys 
W;Z;K Є {0,1}k. 
for i:=1 to t step 1 
{ 
 Generate ki = fW(i) and ci = fZ(i) 

Compute vi = H( ci ; 
D[gki(1)],…..D[gki(r)]) 

Compute v’I =AEK( i , vi) 
} 
Sendto SRV : (D,{[I,v’] for 1≤ i≤ t}); 

} 
C = log t, l= log d, d = number of blocks. L= cipher block, 
g = compute permutation for indices. 
f used to compute g.  
W,Z,K are the master secret key. [10] 
 

C. Implementation  
File Uploading with Symmetric algorithm 
//C# Code snippets for uploading the data the size supports 
upto 2 GB File 
RijndaelManaged myAlg = new RijndaelManaged(); 
byte[] salt = Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes("this is symmetric 
encryption algorithm"); 
Rfc2898DeriveBytes key = new 
Rfc2898DeriveBytes(wbTxtPassword.Text, salt); 
byte[] Key = key.GetBytes(myAlg.KeySize / 8); 
byte[] IV = key.GetBytes(myAlg.BlockSize / 8); 
byte[] inputfile = 
Misc.ReadFully(wbFileUpload.PostedFile.InputStream); 
intnblock = inputFile/256; 
for(int i=0; i<255;i++) 

byte[256] block = inputfile[i]; 
byte[] encryptedfile =Misc.Encrypt(block); 
for(i=256;i<inputfile.length;i++) 
 encryptedFile[i] = inputfile[i]; 
blobBlock.UploadFromByteArray(encryptedfile, 0, 
encryptedfile.Length); 

 

D. Verify Phase 
Algorithm Verificationphase(Challenge I) 
{ 

OWN computes ki = fW(i) and ci = fZ(i) 
OWN sends { ki, ci} to SRV 
SRV computes 

z = H( ci, D[gki(1)] ,……,D[gki(r)]) 
SRV sends {z; v’i}toOWN 
OWN extracts v fromv’i . If decryption fails 
or v≠ (I,z) then reject 

} 
 

E. Implementation 
//Code snippents for downloading the data 
 
Byte[] rowByte = new Byte[blobBlock.Properties.Length]; 
RijndaelManagedmyAlg = new RijndaelManaged(); 
byte[] salt = Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes("this is symmetric 
encryption algorithm"); 
Rfc2898DeriveBytes key = new 
Rfc2898DeriveBytes(txtEncryptionPassDown.Text, salt); 
byte[] Key = key.GetBytes(myAlg.KeySize / 8); 
byte[] IV = key.GetBytes(myAlg.BlockSize / 8); 
Misc.Key = Key; 
Misc.IV = IV; 
MemoryStreamms = new MemoryStream(); 
blobBlock.DownloadToStream(ms); 
rowByte = Misc.Decrypt(ms.ToArray()); 
if (rowByte != null) 
            { 
Response.Clear(); 
Response.ClearHeaders(); 
Response.ClearContent(); 
Response.ContentType = 
blobBlock.Properties.ContentType; 

Response.AppendHeader("Content-Disposition", 
"attachment;filename=" +  
Misc.FileDownload); 

Response.AddHeader("content-length", 
rowByte.Length.ToString()); 
Response.BinaryWrite(rowByte); 
Context.ApplicationInstance.CompleteRequest(); 
            } 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We developed and presented a step-by-step design of A 
very light-weight and provably secure PDP scheme. It 
Surpasses prior work on several counts, including storage, 
bandwidth and computation overheads as well as the 
support for dynamic operations. However, since it is based 
upon symmetric key cryptography, it is unsuitable for 
public (third-party) verification. A natural solution to this 
would be a hybrid scheme combining elements of [7] and 
our scheme. To summarize, the work described in this 
paper represents an important step forward towards 
practical PDP techniques. We expect that the salient 
features of our scheme (very low cost and support for 
dynamic outsourced data) make it attractive for realistic 
applications. 
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